The Power Broker: A Novel

Exposing
high-level
governmental
corruption, conspiracy, and murder has
garnered plenty of attention for Christian
Gillette, the young dynamo chairman of the
famous New York private equity firm
Everest Capital. Now the reputation he has
built taking Everest to the top has been
noticed beyond the boardrooms of high
financeby powerful people with potentially
devastating
agendas.Christians
own
attention is on Las Vegas, where he means
to stake out a piece of the action by
opening a new casino and launching an
NFL franchise. But Sin City didnt get its
nickname for nothing, and the mob soon
makes it clear that Christians company will
have to pay if it wants to play in the nations
gaming capital. Christian has already taken
on corporate pirates and cold-blooded
assassins and lived to tell about it, but
crossing the underworld could do more
than just kill his brilliant career. It could
crush his chance to fulfill his late fathers
political legacy.Dynamic U.S. senator
Jesse Ford is the odds-on favorite to make
history as the first black president. And the
man he wants beside him in the red-hot
race for the White House is Christian
Gillette. But Samuel Hewitt, a Texas
mogul with billions to burn, has another
fate in mind for Christian: to be part of a
shadow organization, powered by wealth
and bound by dark secrets that has
manipulated the course of American
history for generations.As the pieces of
Hewitts plot fall into place, and a twisted
chain of intrigue, treachery, blackmail, and
death gets tighter and tighter, Christian
realizesmaybe too latethat in a grudge
match between kingmakers hell-bent on
victory at all costs, he may be the last pawn
sacrificed.With The Power Broker,
bestselling author Stephen Frey unleashes
an ever-accelerating thriller that breaks the
suspense barrierand never stops.From the
Hardcover edition.
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One of the most acclaimed books of our time, winner of both the Pulitzer and the Francis Parkman prizes, The Power
Broker tells the hidden story behind the The Power Broker was published over forty years ago. Robert Caro traced the
career and impact of Robert Moses, perhaps the most powerfulThe Power Broker tells the story of Robert Moses, the
single most powerful man in New York for almost half a century and the greatest builder America (andThe Power
Broker. By Gilbert Cruz Aug. 17, 2011. Author: Robert Caro. Year Released: 1974. Get This Book. The story is a
familiar one: an idealistic young manBuy Summary & Study Guide The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of
New When I realized that this was not the book, but some kind of Cliff NotesThe Power Broker: Robert Moses and the
Fall of New York is a Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of Robert Moses by Robert Caro. The book focuses on theBuy
The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of New York by Robert A Caro (ISBN: 0783324915921) from Amazons
Book Store. Everyday low prices and Remarkable story: Robert Caro in 1964 ( Getty Images ). Robert Caro The Power
Broker is 1169 pages of text, followed by 77 pages of notes. - 1 min - Uploaded by ReadThisBookEBPLRead This Book
- The Power Broker. ReadThisBookEBPL. Loading Unsubscribe from The Power Broker by Robert A. Caro,
9780394720241, available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. Robert A. Caro reflects on writing his
classic book about Robert Working on The Power Broker researching it, writing it took me sevenOne of the most
acclaimed books of our time, winner of both the Pulitzer and the Francis Parkman prizes, The Power Broker tells the
hidden story behind the
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